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1.1  Introduction

Improving the mental health and wellbeing of Aboriginal communities is 
a priority of the NSW Government. NSW Health, Mental Health Branch 
is committed to ensuring Aboriginal people and families receive the 
support they need and is determined to work in partnership with mental 
health services and stakeholders to improve outcomes. 

Recognising this, the Mental Health Branch commissioned this 
master artwork to represent the Mental Health Branch’s dedication to 
collaborate with other Aboriginal health agencies and local Aboriginal 
people and communities. 

This artwork is displayed at the NSW Ministry of Health Office at 
1 Reserve Road St Leonard’s and has been digitally adapted for 
use across all materials that relate to Aboriginal mental health and 
wellbeing programs, services, and projects within NSW.  

The artwork is more than just a design, it is about the organisations 
values (collaboration, openness, respect, empowerment) and how 
investments are made to support Aboriginal mental health and tackle 
health inequities in our communities.  

This artwork and its elements now form part of the Mental Health 
Branch’s identity, providing a common base for clear, consistent, unified, 
credible, and effective communication about the Mental Health Branch 
and its work with Local Health Districts and Specialty Health Networks 
in supporting Aboriginal mental health and social emotional wellbeing 
among Aboriginal communities.  

‘Indigenous visual arts provide a means of cultural 
expression and are a vehicle for the maintenance and 
transmission of culture. The visual arts are used to 
promote health and well-being.’ 
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“You’re not Alone” best represents the intention of the artwork, 
highlighting how the Mental Health Branch works with other 
organisations and communities to provide the best mental health and 
wellbeing support to Aboriginal people, families and communities.   
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1.2  Protocols for use

The following protocols will provide direction to the Mental Health 
Branch staff and those who access the branding to ensure the 
production of high-quality communication materials, correct application 
of the artwork and adherence to approval processes.

This artwork and its elements will be used in materials that associate 
with Aboriginal mental health programs and services that come from 
the Mental Health Branch. 

It may also be used to represent the Aboriginal Mental Health and 
Wellbeing Workforce Forum, an annual event funded by the Ministry of 
Health to bring together workers from Public Mental Health, Aboriginal 
Community Controlled Health and Community Managed Organisations 
for professional development. 

Acknowledgement for Artwork
Any use of this artwork needs to acknowledge its meaning (story) 
and the artist. All materials featuring this artwork should include 
the following:

The artwork illustrated throughout this document reflects the 
NSW Health, Mental Health Branch; how it collaborates with Local 
Health Districts, Specialty Health Networks and communities to 
better provide mental health and wellbeing programs, services, 
and supports with assuring Aboriginal people, ‘You’re Not Alone’ in 
your journey.

Artwork Lizzy Stageman

Artist, Lizzy Stageman, direct descendent of the Wiradjuri Ngiyampaa and Barkindji 
Aboriginal nations

Approval for use
Use of this artwork and its elements must be approved by the 
Mental Health Branch, Ministry of Health.

Email: Matthew.Trindall@health.nsw.gov.au
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2.1    Cultural graphics 
overview

The master artwork may be used in whole, or in part, depending on the 
type of material it is being applied to. Whole portions of the master 
artwork may be used and/or individual cultural graphics from within the 
artwork may be used.

Primary Elements
The primary elements are produced from the main sections of the 
artwork, consisting of five layers:

1.  The focal point is a dominant ∩ shape, surrounded by a double circle
of more ∩ shapes

This shape represents a single individual; you, a warrior. It is centred and 
armed with a shield and spears, preparing for battle. 

2. Double circle of ∩ shapes

Surrounding the individual is a double circle of more armed individuals;
family, community and health workers, support is around you. Between
every second individual (∩ shape) there is a fine red line this is the 
bloodline; family and inclusiveness of community and mental health 
workforce.  

Shield and 
spears

Double circle 
of shields and 
spears
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3. Four large circular resting place symbols

These bold burnt brown umber, white and ochre yellow circles represent
bent not broken.

4. Top right, earthen tones meet bottom left ocean blues

The four resting place symbols are placed across each corner; top is the
earthen tones meeting the bottom ocean blues, this highlights the land
meeting the sea and representing connection and place.

5. Travel symbols and campsites

Travel symbols with smaller campsites within the bottom layer this
represents the footsteps taken by an individual and others that will
join your journey, from the diverse rural, regional, coastal and urban
Aboriginal communities in NSW.  .

Secondary Elements
These secondary elements represent the broader connections across 
the NSW Health and Aboriginal health organisations working together. 

Four resting 
place symbols

Earthen tones, 
ocean blues

Travel symbols 
and campsites

Secondary 
elements
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2.2  Variations

Primary element variations
The focal point; the dominant ∩ shape, surrounded by a double circle of 
more ∩ shapes is reminiscent of the artists style and can only be used in 
mono color with red stripe. 

The earthen tones and coastal colors cannot be substituted with any 
other color. 

Secondary element variations
Secondary elements can be used in full color or mono color. 

Primary element  
variations

Full

Mono
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2.3    Correct use of 
cultural graphics

It is important that the artwork and elements are all used in the most 
appropriate and correct way that uphold the integrity of the artwork 
and represent the work of the Mental Health Branch accurately 
and professionally.

The following pages illustrate a few examples featuring the correct 
application of the artwork across a variety of materials.

Here we have included some examples of incorrect use of the artwork. DO NOT distort or reshape DO NOT place the cultural 
elements on photographic 
backgrounds that may 
compromise legibility

DO NOT place the cultural 
elements behind text where 
that may compromise legibility

Ihiciatur? Quibusae 
di ut landam audis 
et volora ilibusam, 
tem doluptatiae

DO NOT use alternate colours

DO NOT use drop shadow

✗✗

✗

✗✗
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3.1    Corporate applications

Heading goes 
here

GOAL 1:  
INSERT TITLE HERE
Body copy here, body copy here

GOAL 2:  
INSERT TITLE HERE
Body copy here, body copy here

GOAL 3:  
INSERT TITLE HERE
Body copy here, body copy here

Body text here, Body text here, 
Body text here, Body text 
here, Body text here, Body 
text here, Body text here, 

Heading goes 
here
Subheading here

Powerpoint
Presentation 

Title
Document 
subheading

Address  L ine, S uburb NS W X X X X  02 0000 0000 
GPO Address , S uburb NS W X X X X  UR L  goes  here 
AB N 00 000 000 000 1 

R ef : [C lick here to enter R eference Number] 

[Click here to enter a Date] 

[[CClliicckk  hheerree  ttoo  eenntteerr  NNaammee]]    
[[CClliicckk  hheerree  ttoo  eenntteerr  AAddddrreessss]]     
[[CClliicckk  hheerree  ttoo  eenntteerr  SSuubbuurrbb,,  SSttaattee  aanndd  PPoossttccooddee]]     

Re: [Click here to enter Subject Line ] 

Dear [Click here to enter  Name], 

BBaassiicc  iinnssttrruuccttiioonnss  aanndd  ttiippss  ((TThhiiss  ssttyyllee  iiss  HHeeaaddiinngg  11))
• IImmppoorrttaanntt  – Double-click in the footer to add contact details .

• K eep the ‘SSuubbjjeecctt  LLiinnee ’ s hort.

• Us e ‘SSttyylleess ’ to format paragraphs . Don’t manually format paragraphs . If  the s tyle does n’t look
right, put your curs or anywhere in the paragraph, c lick ’C lear All’ in ‘S tyles ’ pane, and reapply the
correct s tyle.

• S tandard document text s hould us e ‘BBooddyy  TTeexxtt ’ s tyle, not ‘Normal’ s tyle

• Whenever you pas te text f rom another document, keep text only by right-clicking, under 
‘PPaassttee  OOppttiioonnss ’ s elect ‘KKeeeepp  TTeexxtt  OOnnllyy ’, then apply the relevant template s tyles . Don’t as s ume 
that s tyles  have been correctly applied.

• Create bullet points  us ing ‘LLiisstt  BBuulllleett ’, ‘LLiisstt  BBuulllleett  22 ’ and ‘LLiisstt  BBuulllleett  33 ’ s tyles . Don’t us e the bullet
button in the toolbar. 

• Create numbered lis ts  with ‘LLiisstt   NNuummbbeerr ’, ‘LLiisstt  NNuummbbeerr  22 ’ and ‘LLiisstt  NNuummbbeerr  33 ’ s tyles . Don’t us e the
lis t button in the toolbar.

• If  your lis ts  or bullets  go more than 3  levels  deep, they are too complex – s implify your content.

• Us e ‘PPaaggee  BBrreeaakk’, not ‘S ection B reak’ when neces s ary.

• Check ‘AAcccceessssiibbiilliittyy ’ – go to ‘F ile’ then ‘Info’ and in ‘Check for Is s ues ’ c lick  on ‘Check
Acces s ibility’, then f ix  all the ‘E rrors ’. 

S incerely, 

[C lick here to enter Name]  
[C lick here to enter Pos ition]  

Document subheading
ocument subheading
Copy to go here
• Bullet text here

Title of slide here

Letter head

Powerpoint – Text slide 
Pull-up banner – front Pull-up banner – back

Powerpoint – Title slide
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3.2    Publications

NSW Health

MHB NSW Health 
Reconciliation Action Plan 

June 2012 – December 2024

Cover

Spread 3 Spread 4

NSW Health June 2012 – December 2024 Page 1

NSW Ministry of Health 
1 Reserve Road 
ST LEONARDS NSW 2065 
Tel. (02) 9391 9000 
Fax. (02) 9391 9101 
TTY. (02) 9391 9900 
www.health.nsw.gov.au

Produced by: NSW Ministry of Health

This work is copyright. It may be reproduced in whole or in part 
for study or training purposes subject to the inclusion of an 
acknowledgement of the source. It may not be reproduced for 
commercial usage or sale. Reproduction for purposes other 
than those indicated above requires written permission from the 
NSW Ministry of Health.

The NSW Ministry for Health acknowledges the traditional 
custodians of the lands across NSW. We acknowledge that we live 
and work on Aboriginal lands. We pay our respects to Elders past 
and present and to all Aboriginal people.

Further copies of this document can be downloaded from the 
NSW Health webpage www.health.nsw.gov.au

© NSW Ministry of Health 2021

SHPN (MH) 211059 
ISBN 978-1-76023-023-4

November 2021
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Title goes here

Care for people experiencing the most 
extreme behavioural and psychological 
symptoms of dementia (BPSD) is one 
of the most difficult challenges in 
health care. This report describes the 
characteristics, prevalence and current 
health service use of this group. It 
makes recommendations for NSW 
Health organisations to improve health 
services for this vulnerable group 
who have complex needs that are not 
being well met in many NSW Health 
services currently.

NSW Health has a significant ongoing role to play in 
ensuring quality, person centered care for the person 
experiencing extreme BPSD. Improvements to NSW 
Health hospital and community services need to be 
made in conjunction with improvements to aged care 
services. These improvements have the potential 
to improve the quality of life of this group and their 
families, reduce the use of seclusion and restraint, and 
improve the wellbeing of staff. Current operational 
costs and risks related to very long hospital stays, the 
use of 1 to 1 nursing, physical damage to units and staff 
wellbeing, may also be able to be reduced.

Findings
Between 30 and 60 people in NSW will be experiencing 
persistent extreme BPSD at any point in time. While 
estimating extreme BPSD is not straightforward, it is 
likely that every Local Health District (LHD) in NSW will 
be providing care for at least one person experiencing 
extreme BPSD at a point in time and that this number 
will increase in the future.

Currently both older people’s mental (OPMH) health 
services and aged health services in NSW have a role 
in caring for people experiencing extreme BPSD. Care 
is often provided in unsuitable physical environments 
within large general acute medical wards. The complex 
needs of this group of people are stretching the scope 
and capacity of both aged health and mental health 
services. Improved service responses will require 
joint effort across these two service streams, policy 
oversight from both aged health and OPMH policy 
teams, guidance for both OPMH and aged health 
services, and strategies to support collaboration across 
LHDs and services.
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Commonwealth initiatives to enhance and support aged 
care services, most notably the Specialist Dementia 
Care Program (SDCP), are improving long term care 
options for many people experiencing BPSD. However, 
caring for people experiencing extreme BPSD is 
generally beyond the capacity of residential aged care 
providers, including SDCP providers. This means NSW 
Health will need to continue to provide hospital care for 
these people when their behaviour and symptoms mean 
there are no other care options available to them.

NSW Health has an ongoing role in providing specialist 
clinical assessment and care for people experiencing 
significant BPSD through hospital, community and 
outreach services. Understanding and meeting the 
needs of these individuals is challenging and requires: 
strong engagement with families; multi-disciplinary, 
specialist assessment and care; services with the 
required mix of staff skills and experience; and an 
appropriate physical environment.

Recommendations
This report recommends that NSW Health pursues 
a distributed capacity network model for providing 
inpatient care for people experiencing extreme BPSD. 
The report includes recommendations for LHDs. The 
Ministry of Health and pillar organisations to support 
implementation of this model and improvements in 
care. Project recommendations, including key aspects 
of quality care for people experiencing extreme BPSD, 
are summarised in Figure 1.

Implementing some of the LHD recommendations will 
mean changes to physical environments which may 
need to be delivered through planned infrastructure 
developments. Some improvements to physical 
environments may be achieved through minor capital 
works. Other recommendations, particularly those 
related to care, staffing and workforce training and 
support, may be able to be implemented in short to 
medium timeframes.

The statewide initiatives recommended in the 
report will help support, drive and monitor service 
improvements. They will also develop workforce 
capacity, and guide appropriate facility design for 
LHD inpatient services caring for people experiencing 
extreme BPSD. Ongoing research in this area will 
improve our understanding of people experiencing 
extreme BPSD and how health and aged care services 
can support them and their families. Figure 1: 
Summary of project recommendation

01
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Recommendation 1. 
Subcopy goes here

Under this model, all Locibuted 
throughout NSW, hence the term 
‘distributed capacitThe benefits of 
a distributed capacity model are:

• People experiencing extreme 
BPSD can receive care closer to 
their families and communities 
and families and carers are 
enabled to be partners in care 
and care planning.

• Each unit can collaborate 
with the range of other local 
services to provide pathways 
into and out of the service 
and support people remaining 
closenvironment for people
with extreme BPSD and be safe 
for staff. In other cases, units 
can be made more appropriate 
with specific modifications.

This model of inpatient hospital 
care will continue to complement 
aged c

Recommendation 4. 
Subcopy goes here

Under this model, all Locibuted 
throughout NSW, hence the term 
‘distributed capacitThe benefits of 
a distributed capacity model are:

• People experiencing extreme 
BPSD can receive care closer to 
their families and communities 
and families and carers are 
enabled to be partners in care 
and care planning.

• Each unit can collaborate 
with the range of other local 
services to provide pathways 
into and out of the service 
and support people remaining 
closenvironment for people
with extreme BPSD and be safe 
for staff. In other cases, units 
can be made more appropriate 
with specific modifications.

This model of inpatient hospital 
care will continue to complement 
aged c

Recommendation 2. 
Subcopy goes here

Under this model, all Local Health 
Districts (LHDs) will need to 
provide inpatient care for people 
experiencing extreme BPSD. They 
will be supported by improving 
connections between individual 
clinicians and between services 
throughout NSW. This will create 
a network of capacity distributed 
throughout NSW, hexperiencing 
severe BPSD. The project findings 
support a distributed capacity 
approach that builds on and 
enhances the care provided in 
these units, so that they can 
better respond to the needs of 
people experiencing extreme 
BPSD when this is required. We 
estimate that each district may 
need to provide inpatient care for 
between one and eight people 
experiencing persistent extreme 
BPSD at a time. 

Recommendation 5. 
Subcopy goes here

Under this model, all Local 
Health Districts (LHDs) will need 
to provide inpatientacity model 
would be supported by:

• Pathways within and between 
different health districts 
to manage capacity and 
patient mix.

• Connections bThe benefits of a 
distributed capacity model are:

• People experiencing extreme 
BPSD can recoweisting 
physical spaces that have 
been designed in a dementia 
friendly way can provide 
an appropriate physical 
environment for people with 
extreme BPSD and be safe for 
staff. In other cases, units can 
be made more appropriate with 
specific modifications.

This model of inpatient hospital 
care will continue to complement 
aged care services, including 
residential aged care, DBMAS, 
SBRT and SDCP.

Recommendation 3 . 
Subcopy goes here

Under this model, all Local Health 
Districts (LHDs) will need to 
provide inpatient care for people 
experiencing extreme BPSD. 
They will be suppomay manage 
capacity and patient mix.

• Connections between teams 
working in these units, through 
existing and possibly new 
mechanisms (e.g. statewide 
OPMH and aged health commi 
be utilised.

• In many caseifications.

This model of inpatient hospital 
care will continue to complement 
aged care services, including 
residential aged care, DBMAS, 
SBRT and SDCP.

Recommendation 6. 
Subcopy goes here

Under this model, all Local Health 
Districts (LHDs) will need to 
provide inpatient care for people 
experiencing extreme BPSD. 
They will be suppomay manage 
capacity and patient mix.

• Connections between teams 
working in these units, through 
existing and possibly new 
mechanisms (e.g. statewide 
OPMH and aged health commi 
be utilised.

• In many caseifications.

This model of inpatient hospital 
care will continue to complement 
aged care services, including 
residential aged care, DBMAS, 
SBRT and SDCP.
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APPLICABLE 
CLINICAL CARE 
STANDARDS FOR 
AOD TREATMENT

WHAT Initial referral is the first contact between  
a referred person and the DCP team.  
The initial referral process combines  
information from Justice and legal  
agencies about a person’s offending  
history with information from Health about a person’s drug dependence to determine 
eligibility and appropriateness to participate in the Drug Court Program.

WHO • Court-based clinician

WHEN • After a place on the DCP has been allocated to an applicant in the ballot process

HOW The Health Court-based clinician (or delegate) will: 

• speak with the person in cells to complete the DCP Health Eligibility 
Determination, which includes:

– Finding of Health Eligibility
– Drug Court Accommodation Assessment Request
– Eligibility screen 

• provide relevant information about DCP and the intake process to the applicant. 

• provide information about the DCP to support the person in making a voluntary 
decision to participate or not in the program. 

• determine if the person meets program eligibility criteria within Health scope of 
practice ie: 

– has a treatable AOD problem, 
and 
– consents to participate. 

• provide a copy of the completed Drug Court Accommodation Assessment Request 
(DCAA) Request form to Community Corrections

• provide copies of the full DCP Health Eligibility Determination to Justice Health 
NSW Drug Court Program Assessment Unit and relevant LHD

• if acute mental health risks are identified, escalate to services as clinically 
appropriate.

• provide brief intervention regardless of eligibility

2.3  Initial Referral to DCP

EXAMPLE  
CLINICAL 
DOCUMENTATION

• Appendix 4 – Forms: DCP Health Eligibility Determination:

– Finding of Health Eligibility
– Drug Court Accommodation Assessment Request form
– Eligibility Screen

More  
information

1. Drug Court NSW Policy 5 Accommodation for Participants 

2. Drug Court NSW Policy 8 Mental Health Conditions   

3. Drug Court NSW Policy 12 Selection of Participants  

4.  Justice Heath & Forensic Mental Health Network Drug Court Operations 
Manual (2018)

“ Ever since I got on the Program it  
was probably the best time in my life… 
having everyone’s support, no matter 
what – no one gave up on me.”9 

THE VOICE OF A PARTICIPANT:

Spread 1 Spread 2
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3.3    Collateral

NSW Health

Title goes 
here
June 2022 –  
December 2024 Body copy goes here

Poster

DL Brochure

Title goes 
here
June 2022 –  
December 2024

Heading goes 
here
Care for people experiencing the most 
extreme behavioural and psychological 
symptoms of dementia (BPSD) is one 
of the most difficult challenges in 
health care. This report describes the 
characteristics, prevalence and current 
health service use of this group. 

NSW Health has a significant ongoing role to play 
in ensuring quality, person centered care for the 
person NSW Health has a significant ongoing 
role to play in ensuring quality, person centered 
care for the person NSW Health has a significant 
ongoing role to play in ensuring quality, person 
centered care for the person

Seconday header
These improvements have the potential to improve the 
quality of life of this group and their families, reduce 
the use of seclusion and restraint, and improve the 
wellbeing of staff. Current operational costs and risks 
related to very long hospital stays, the use of 1 to 1 
nursing, physical damage to units and staff wellbeing, 
may also be able to be reduced. Current operational 
costs and risks related to very long hospital stays, the 
use of 1 to 1 nursing, physical damage to units and staff 
wellbeing, may also be able to be reduced.

GOAL 1:  
INSERT TITLE HERE
Body copy here, body copy here

GOAL 1:  
INSERT TITLE HERE
Body copy here, body copy here

GOAL 1:  
INSERT TITLE HERE
Body copy here, body copy here

“ Ever since I got on the Program it  
was probably the best time in my life… 
having everyone’s support, no matter 
what – no one gave up on me.”9 

PULL OUT BOX:

TABLE 
HEADER

WHAT Initial referral is the first contact 
beal process combines  
infate in the Drug Court Program.

WHO • Court-based clinician

WHEN • After a place on the DCP has 
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3.4    Two-colour applications

Title goes 
here
June 2022 –  
December 2024

Intro para goes here, intro para goes here, Intro para 
goes here, intro para goes here, Intro para goes here, 
intro para goes here, Intro para goes here, intro para 
goes here.

Seconday header
These improvements have the potential 
to improve the quality of life of this 
group and their families, reduce the 
use of seclusion and restraint, and 
improve the wellbeing of staff. Current 
operational costs and risks related to 
very long hospital stays, the use of 1 to 1 
nursing, physical damag be reduced.

TABLE 
HEADER

WHAT Initial referral is the first contact 
beal process combines  
infate in the Drug Court Program.

Initial referral is the 
first contact beal 
process combines  

WHO • Court-based clinician • Court-based

WHEN • After a place on the DCP has • After a place on 

84%

HEADING 
Staff wellbeing, may also be 
able to be reduced. Current 
operational costs and risks

HEADING 
Staff wellbeing, may also be 
able to be reduced. Current 
operational costs and risks

HEADING 
Staff wellbeing, may also be 
able to be reduced. Current 
operational costs and risks

Title goes here
Subheading goes here

FACT SHEET:

01

Address:  goes here, body goes here, body goes 

Email:  goes here, body goes here, body

Website:   www.here, body goes here, body

small text small text small text small text small text small text small text small text small text small text small text small text small text small text small text small text small text small text 
small text small text small text small text small text small text small text small text small text

small text

Cover Inside spread

Fact sheet

Heading goes here

Table X

Seconday header
These improvements have the potential to improve the 
quality of life of this group and their families, reduce the 
use of seclusion and restraint, and improve the wellbeing of 
staff. Current operational costs and risks related to very long 
hospital stays, the use of 1 to 1 nursing, physical damage to 
units and staff wellbeing, may also be able to be reduced. 
Current operational costs and risks related to very long 
hospital stays, the use of 1 to 1 nursing, physical damage to 
units and staff wellbeing, may also be able to be reduced.

“ Ever since I got on the Program it  
was probably the best time in my life… 
having everyone’s support, no matter 
what – no one gave up on me.”9 

PULL OUT BOX:

TABLE 
HEADER

WHAT Initial referral is the first contact beal 
process combines  
infate in the Drug Court Program.

WHO • Court-based clinician

WHEN • After a place on the DCP has been 

Care for people experiencing the most extreme 
behavioural and psychological symptoms of 
dementia (BPSD) is one of the most difficult 
challenges in health care. This report describes 
the characteristics, prevalence and current health 
service use of this group. 

NSW Health has a significant ongoing role to play in 
ensuring quality, person centered care for the person NSW 
Health has a significant ongoing role to play in ensuring 
quality, person centered care for the person NSW Health has 
a significant ongoing role to play in ensuring quality, person 
centered care for the person. quality, person centered care 
for the person NSW Health has a significant ongoing role to 
play in ensuring quality, person centered care for the person 
erson. quality, person centered care for the person NSW 
Health has a significant ongoing role to play in ensuring 
quality, person centered care for the person

Seconday header
These improvements have the potential to improve the 
quality of life of this group and their families, reduce the 
use of seclusion and restraint, and improve the wellbeing of 
staff. Current operational costs and risks related to very long 
hospital stays, the use of 1 to 1 nursing, physical damage to 
units and staff wellbeing, may also be able to be reduced. 
Current operational costs and risks related to very long 
hospital stays, the use of 1 to 1 nursing, physical damage to 
units and staff wellbeing, may also 

stays, the use of 1 to 1 nursing, physical damage to units and 
staff wellbeing, may also be able to be reduced. Current 
operational costs and risks related to very long hospital 
stays, the use of 1 to 1 nursing, physical damage to units 
and staff wellbeing, mastays, the use of 1 to 1 nursing, 
physical damage to units and staff wellbeing, may also be 
able to be reduced. Current operational costs and risks 
related to very long hospital stays, the use of 1 to 1 nursing, 
physical damage to units and staff wellbeing, mabe able to 
be reduced.
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3.5    Merchandise

Tote bag – full colour

Tote bag – mono

T-shirt – full colour

T-shirt – mono

Greeting card – full colour

Greeting card – mono
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